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Up to an instant pot level does a number of different functions. It has the most preset settings, including keep warm, slow stitch, Sauté, rice, yogurt, beans/chilli, meat/stew, multi-grain, Porridge, soup/broth, cake, sterilization, steam, eggs, warm, and super, which is ultra fantasy version of
the manual. I didn't find the recipes presented in the book to be useful. There are two versions of V2 and V3 that are the same except the plugin type (the V2 has a trident plugin, while the V3 has two branches one - it seems a bit backwards, doesn't it?), and some differences in preprogrammed settings: the two share the same settings for Keep warm, slow cook, Sauté, manual (pressure cooking), rice, meat/stew, Multigrain, Porridge, soup/broth, and steam, but V2 adds chicken adjustment, while V3 adds cake and egg settings. The original receipt or gift receipt is
required for all returns and exchanges. This greatly improves the cooking result and maintains consistency. I recommend instant pot to anyone who wants to save some time in the kitchen. On the other hand, the instant pot has a stainless steel inner pot, full porridge, just as my old slow
cooker did. Average rating:5out of5stars, based onreviews love, love this.... By valzem - 10/2/2015 Spark Reviewers - get the free product I've had a pressure cooker before but they were the old ones on time and I honestly feared a little bit of them. I would definitely recommend an instant
POT IP-DU060 pressure cooker to anyone who wants to make delicious meals but also have to worry about burning down their house. Even more information about the duo60 V2 instant pot manual follows some of the more resources in the instant pot OFI - Duo60 7 - in the 1
programmable pressure price cooker I used the recipe in the book that came with the device that suggests soaking rice for the first time. I put it in an instant pot with a packet of onion soup and in an hour it went from a frozen block of fully cooked chicken thighs. Once received, please
inspect your purchase and make us aware of any damage; We will arrange for a quick replacement. All current versions of com are in 6 quart sizes, and DUO also comes in 5 quarts (DUO50) and 8 quartets (DUO80) sizes; My recipe said to wait 5 minutes for a short cooling. Much more
resources for duo60 7's instant pot in 1 programmable stove pressure big LED display price is easy to read, so you can clearly see the pot progress. Instant Pot Duo uses the latest technology with an embedded microperverse that keeps an air pressure and temperature under control, holds
the time and adjusts the heating intensity. Instant Pot Duo is a 7-in-1 programmable cooker, it replaces 7 kitchen appliances as it has the functions of a pressure cooker, slow cooker, rice cooker, steamer, sauté, yogurt maker &amp; Highly energy efficient, this kitchen-friendly stove releases
no steam when cooking, contains all the smells and automates your cooking dimensions: 13. Even the slow cooker app gives you the ability to cook slowly at low, medium or high just like a regular slow cooker will be. InstantPot.com for more information, tips, and recipes. Here are some
more resources in the Instant Pot Ip-Duo60 V2 Quick Settings Manual &amp; Easy App – need to create a setting after cooking has begun? Basically, you put your food in stainless steel pots, close the lid, close the hatch (if cooking push) and press the button that has already started prestart time. The biggest cooking device I've ever had. Start testing great instant pot water some instant anti-doodle pot accessories recipes get newsletter! Size: The 6th Instant Quart Pot Duo Plus is the next evolution in the #1 duo series the best-selling stove in the Instant Pot family. Wipe
the exterior, interior and inner base of the stove with a wet sponge, then dry with a clean cloth to avoid rust. I was lucky enough to have a great pantry and made some room on one of the shelves. Cool: The first thing I've tried is to cook beef stew after recipe from the Instant Pot website.
Immerse them in an ice bath for a few minutes to cool them down so that they can be easily handled. But I'm also finding more and more use for it so it's set on my counter a lot of the time. Go only available online ferries This case is only available for transportation. Delivery the next day for
an additional fee of $17. As I mentioned earlier, I was a bit afraid of my former pressure cooker but the instant pot has a lot of safety features on it that will help ease your mind on its use. I always just had a basic slow stove and when I sunk this at first I didn't know how it worked or what to
do with any function but it would be much easier than I thought it would be. Orders received by 9:00 p.m., eastern time, Monday to Thursday will be the next business day; orders placed Friday through Sunday will be reached on the following Tuesday. Previous article See Also Striking Pot
IP-Duo60 7-in-1 Programmable Pressure Cooker CommentsIp-Duo60 V3 vs. V2Instant Pot Duo60 Boiled Egg IP-DUO60 Instant Pot Pressure Cooker - Use manual - Use PDF download guide or read online. Documents: - Manual Owner (English) - 3.7 MB - pdf- Other Contents (English) Warranty (English) Programmable Electric Pressure Stove User Manual Models: IP-DUO80, IP-DUO60, IP-DUO50, IP-DUO60 V2, IP-DUO50 V2, IP-DUO60-ENW, IP-DUO50-ENW (The images in the text are for reference only. Please read the manual carefully before using and place it in
a suitable location Keep the reference coming. Table of contents added: NX58R9421SS/AA GNE26GGDEWW CTX16CABMRWW GSHF6HGDBCWW Important Protection ... Warnings... Special instructions for cord sets ... Product Introduction ... Feature... Specifications... Product
structure ... Before first use... Installation of condensation collector ... Remove and install anti-block shield... Remove and install sealing ring... Open Safe Door... Cooking preparation ... Control and stove states ... Control Panel ... Stove states ... The key to the operation ... Function keys ...
Cooking with your instant pot... Cooking Pressure ... Slow cooking ... Delay cooking with Tyker... Sautéing ... Heating... Made of yogurt ... Made by Jiu Niang... Run the initial test ... Care and maintenance ... Cleaning... Troubleshooting... Limited warranty ... 1 Table of Contents 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 This website or its third-party tools use cookies that are necessary for its performance and are necessary to achieve illustrated purposes in cookie policy. If you want to know more or get your consent back to all or some cookies, please refer
to the cookie policy. You agree to use cookies by closing this banner, scrolling this page, clicking a link, or continuing to browse otherwise. If you are looking for instant pot directions, this easy-to-use beginner guide tells you everything you need to know to get started. This instant pot manual
has step-by-step instructions and photos detailing how to use instant pots. Learn more about parts, assembly, safety features, pressure release, and water testing. [Video included.] Introduction If you just buy instant pot and want to learn how to use it or if you already have one of your own
but too intimidated by it, you come to the right place. This was an instant pot manual that you want to carry with your instant pot! This manual covers instant pot IP-DUO60 7-in-1 multi-functional pressure cooker, also known as duo. 7. Stove pressure functions, slow cooker, rice stove,
Saute/Browning, yogurt maker, Steamer &amp; Warmer. Although written for the Duo model, this manual can be followed for models including Duo SV, Lux, Nova, and Smart Wifi because they have similar controls. When I got my first instant pot (model duo) years ago, I have to admit that
it was a bit scary! So many buttons and a lot of features. The manual that came with instant pot was confusing and uncertain. That's what prompted me to write this instant pot guide. I also own instant pot duo Ove Plus, Nova Duo, Fantastic 6 Quartet and 8 Quartet, and WiFi Smart. In this
easy to understand instant pot training manual, I give you a quick introduction to parts and directions on how to use instant pots first. Here are some instant pot articles that may be useful for you:– 16 reasons instant pots are not sealing – 17 Pot Tips and FAQs – 17 Common Instant Pot
Problems – Instant Pot Guide Beginner Guide and Quick Start – Instant Pot DUO EVO Plus Beginner Guide and Quick Start – Instant Pot Duo EVO Plus Advanced User Guide What Instant Pot? Sometimes incorrectly referred to as Instapot, instant pot has become so popular in recent
years that instant pot is being used by some as a generic name for the pressure cooker of any brand. In fact, instant pot is a brand of multi-tuning that acts as a pressure cooker, slow cooker, rice stove, yogurt maker, sauté/frying pan, steamed, and heating pots all in a convenient means.
The Instant Pot Company (Instant Brands) started with a product - a few instant pot tuners - and now makes a wide range of kitchen appliances including air fryers, blenders, and toaster ovens. Although pot instant pressure multicair has many different functions, the most commonly used is
the Pressure Cook function. Pressure cooking allows you to cook food in a fraction of the time to make it in the pan or in the oven. Although I've used a stove pressure cooker for decades, I much prefer instant pot for three main reasons: without having to keep it there it's loud like my old
pressure cooker is a high-end pressure cooker creating a closed environment where steam builds up in tightly sealed pots. This, in turn, causes internal temperatures to rise and increase pressure. Under high pressure fiber is radicalized in food and flavors develop in a very short time.
Nutrient-rich vapor jams are preserved in pots rather than evaporation and nutritional value due to the speed of cooking. According to Instant Pot, most pressure oven disasters in the past can be attributed to user error. Several instant pot pressure tuners are carefully designed to eliminate
and prevent many of these potential problems. There are many safety features that help reduce common errors. Safety features include pressure sensor technology, close door detection, door lock technology, overheating protection, and automatic temperature and pressure controls.
Bottom line: Instant pots are very safe to use! Although there are many safety features made above explained, as a user you need to follow common sense precautions: don't touch hot surfaces, especially stainless steel parts. Use handles to move instant pots and use gloves to remove the
inner pot. Do not place the immediate pot on or near the electric burner or gas. Don't move the pot immediately when it's under pressure. Do not fill more than 2/3. When cooking foods that spread, such as rice, beans, and pasta, they are not filled more than 1/2. Ensure sealing rings, antiblock shields, floating valves, and free steam pipes are clean and not blocked. Don't open the door until the lion floats down The pot has become immediately depressed. Keep your hands away and keep the face away from the vapor release mechanism. Do not prevent the steam release
handle when the pressure is releasing. Extra care when quickly releasing frothy foods such as apples, oats, pasta, etc. It is best to release a short burst pressure for these types of foods. Don't use a different instant pot model door on your model. Don't use the door when using the Saute
app. It's okay to use a temperate glass door with ventilation holes, sold separately. If you want more detailed technical information about instant pot, you can also visit the Instant Pot website. In this post, I will just be going over the basics of how to use instant pot: assemble instant pots
and do water testing. I'll take you to the go and make you comfortable enough to discover its features! Buy instant pot doubles on Amazon! The first thing you need to do: Open the box! I regularly hear from people who buy or pot instantly as a gift, and leave it un unlocked because they are
too scared. And that's understandable, but there's nothing to worry about. Instant Pot has many layers of safety features! In addition, if you take it out of the box and try it, in case you have a faulty unit you may have missed the warranty period and stuck with a bulking paper weight! I'm going
to go as far as you're never under the pressure of cooking, and the first thing you push cooking is water, when you do the water test! Take everything out of the box and discard the packaging. Open the door by wheeling it against the clockwise. Instant pot parts and instant pot accessories
along with the following main parts and accessories: unit base/outer pot – outer stainless steel that houses heating element, control panel, and detachable electrical wire. Door – Pack the pot immediately and seal it under pressure. The lid can be washed on the top shelf of the dishwasher or
by hand with soap and water. Inner pot – removable stainless steel pot is also stove friendly, so you can use it on your stove as you have a regular pot. It can be washed in a dishwasher or by hand. Density collector – draws dripping of condensation at the door; Connects to the back of the
base unit. It can be washed on the top shelf of the dishwasher or by hand. Power Wire – 3 branches detachable power wire is attached to the back of the instant pot duet. (Note: Some models have electrical wires attached.) Accessories – spoons, measuring cups, and trivet. Trivet is useful
for raising food above liquid and for pots in pot cooking. (Note: Some models don't come with spoons and measuring cups.) Tritt can be washed in the dishwasher or by hand. Instant Pot Door Instant Pot Outer Door Handle Parts – Used to Put And Off Fin Door – Placed in Door Fins From
the base unit to the open door perp (note: instant pot deluxe model does not have a fin door slot)steam release handle – handle that fits over the free steam pipe (valve) and allows the pressure to be released. Handles need to be in sealing position when using the immediate pot pressure
cooker function. Floating valve - seal on steam, allowing the pot to be pushed immediately. Steam free steam free steam components consisting of: free steam handle – internal temperature adjustment. It's supposed to be wobbly but must be pushed all the way. Convert it from sealing to
venting until the pressure is released. Steam free pipe - Steam travels from the inner pot through the pipe during steam release. The internal parts of the immediate pot door inside the pot door are composed of the following sections: silicone cap for floating valve – floating valve covers and
keeps it pin locked in place – safety mechanism that prevents the door from opening under pressure Anti block shield – Prevent food Coming out of the inner pot through steam-free sealing pipe rack rings – keeps the sealing ring in place of the sealing ring – the silicone sealing ring allows
the immediate pot to seal the sealing ring silicone sealing ring should be washed after each use. I wash it on the top shelf of the dishwasher and you can also wash it with soap and water. How to remove the pull sealing ring gently on the silicone ring until it is separated from the sealing ring
rack. Continue to pull the silicone sealing ring until it is completely separated. How to place the sealing ring place silicone sealing ring on the sealing ring rack. Work your way across, push the sealing ring until it sits tightly on the sealing ring rack. Make sure no part of the sealing ring sticks
out. If you don't put it properly, the pot won't be sealed immediately, your food won't cook and you'll probably burn the food/burn the message.The first few times, you may find it difficult to remove the sealing ring but after a few uses, it should stretch a little. Floating milk of floating milk
requires periodic cleaning, especially after cooking pheruity or starchy foods. I'll use a bottle brush to clean the floating seam. How to remove the floating valve while keeping the valve floating in place outside the door, remove the silicone cap of the floating valve. The floating valve will be
released. Be careful not to confuse the silicone cap. How to place the floating valve thread floating through the floating valve hole. While it keeps in place on the exterior of the door, replace the silicone coating by pushing it onto the floating valve in the interior of the door. The position of my
floating valve doubles instant pot of the valve floats under the surface of the door when not pressured and on the surface of the door when under pressure. There are some models like ultra, where the valve floats on the surface of the door when not Pressure and above the surface of the
door when under pressure. Some instant pot Duos also float this type of milk. When the floating valve is in up position (under pressure), the door cannot be opened. Do not try to forcibly open the door when the valve floats above. When the valve drops floating, the pressure will release and
it will be safe to open the pot door immediately. Anti-block shield shields should be periodically cleaned, especially after cooking frothy or starchy foods. Pay special attention to the holes. How to remove and replace anti-block shield anti-block shield can be hard to remove with your bare

hands. Use silicone trivet or towel container to push the anti-block shield in motion upwards. Try it from the front or from behind (as shown above in the first image) to replace the anti-block shield, pressing it on until it clicks into place. Instant pot assembly make sure the base unit is empty
and cleaning the inner pot in the base unit of the instant pot collects condensation to draw any moisture that makes up on the sidelines. This usually comes from moisture dripping from the inside of the door to the fringe of the immediate pot base, when the door is propped open. In my
experience, picker pickers rarely fill up but I have noticed that when I cook pasta, specifically, the liquid tends to collect and it can be messy! Get into the habit of checking liquid in total density after each use. To connect the canonization: Line up the canons with notches behind the
immediate pot base unit. Slide in the density collector until it is pushed all the way. Open and close the door how to close the door place on the immediate pot base unit with the flash mark on the door lined with an open lock icon that is above the right corner of the control panel. You'll hear a
chime (if the volume is on). Turn on the door as clockwise to hear another chime. The door will be closed. How to open the door will not open until all the pressure is released. When the valve floats down, turn the door counter clockwise until you hear the chime. Arrows at the door will line
up with the unlocked icon in the base unit. Lift the lid to pick it up. If you feel a little resistance, they shake the door back and forth and the suction should be released. How to Prop Open Door Propping opens the door keeps it out of the way and allows you to use instant pot without hands.
Find two fins on the door. Place the door fin slot in the base unit. Put both fins open the door to both gaps to prop the door. There are several different ways to release pressure from instant pots: natural pressure release/natural release of fast release 10 minutes or 15 minutes release
natural pressure ReleaseQuick in short burst [Find out more about this pressure release Commonly used instant pot functions instant pot has many buttons that may seem confusing and complex. but theyre not really . Just think of them as pre-set or shortcuts, like those on the microwave
oven. For purposes just getting you going, in this guide I'll show you the commonly used instant pot buttons and functions: SautePressure Cook | Manual Pressure Level | PressureKeep WarmCancel note: You may encounter instant pot recipes that tell you to press 'start'. Doubles, Deluxe,
Nova, Long Live, WiFi Smart button 'Don't Start'. Instead, when you schedule instant pot, it starts automatically after a few seconds. Some other models such as Ultra, Duo Evo Plus and Max require you to push 'start' after instant pot programming. Saute Saute function allows you to
squeeze food saute in instant pots before cooking, and to reduce liquid after cooking. I love this function because I don't have to get out of another pan and that helps keep clearing to a minimum. Press the Saute button. The screen says On.Once the desired saute temperature has been
reached, the display says Hot.Add your food to the inner pot and saute. To change Saoe's temperature: Newer models: Press the Saute button repeatedly to switch between less (low temperature), normal (average temperature), and More (high temperature). Older models: Change the
saute temperature between less, normal, and more modes by pressing the set button. Don't use instant pot doors while sauteing. A glass door with ventilation holes (purchased separately) may be used. As a safety precaution, the stove will automatically enter standby (the screen says off)
after 30 minutes if you have pressed cancel. Pressure Stitch | Manual pressure stitch is the most useful feature of instant pot. * Manual and pressure stitching are one thing. The manual was replaced by Cook's push in newer versions of instant and luxurious pot duets. Press the stitch or
manual button. Push + or – buttons to adjust the cooking time pressure. When the pressure baking time is set (as such as 5 or 00:05 for 5 minutes), wait a few seconds and the screen will change to On. The floating valve will go from Down's position to up position. It can take anywhere from
5 to 30 minutes, depending on the amount of food you are cooking and the temperature of the ingredients. Instant Pressure Level Pot Pressure Cook app can use high or low pressure. The majority of recipes they encounter will use high pressure. If the recipe doesn't have the mode of using
high or low pressure, you can probably assume it's high pressure. Press the pressure level or press to stir the pressure between low and high pressure when using cooking functions. Keeping warm and canceling a warm performance is beneficial when you want your food to stay warm after
being Baked. Keeping the performance warm allows you to keep track of the amount of time since cooking is finished. This is useful when you are doing a natural release. Newer models: – Press the Keep button warm to turn the warm performance on and off. – Press the Cancel button to
finish each selected function. The immediate pot screen will be turned off. Older models: – Press the keep button warm/cancel when the instant pot is on standby (as one of the screen says off) to turn on maintaining hot performance. – Press keep warm/undo button to finish each selected
function while in action. The immediate pot screen will be turned off. After selecting the keep function warm, press + and - buttons to change the time you want the pot to be instant in keeping the mode warm. After cooking the pressure is complete, keep the function warm and start counting
time up to minutes. The display panel shows the time spent (such as L0:02 for 2 minutes or L0:15 for 15 minutes.) If cancellation is not pressed, the instant pot will be turned off after 10 hours. The Keep Warm function can be used with or without closing the door. You can also use an
optional glass door for this function. When the keeping function warm ends, the stove honks the horn and goes into standby mode. What is an instant pot initial run/water test water test? A water test is carried out with the pressure of cooking water for a few minutes. According to the instant
pot manual you need to use 3 cups of water, but I've noticed that using 2 cups of water is enough. The advantage of using 2 cups is that it takes less time for instant pots to come into pressure. Why you should run a water test conducted initial testing or water testing serves two purposes: it
makes you familiar with using your new instant pot and it allows you to create that your instant pot works properly. If you have a faulty unit, the water test will identify that and you can get an alternative unit. You should do a water test before first use but you can also do it when you are
having problems with instant pot pressure. Conducting a water test will point out whether there is anything about the recipe that causes your sealing issues. How to perform the initial run/water test pour 2 cups of water into the inner pot. Close the door to make sure the steam release handle
is in the sealing position. Press the stitch or manual button. Buttons + or – press until the time goes to 5 or 00:05 (5 minutes). After a few seconds, the screen will switch to On.Soon, you'll hear and you'll see small amounts of steam coming from the top of the door. It's natural and safe! Just
keep your hands and face out of steam. You may also notice a funny, plastic smell. Don't worry - it should go away and it shouldn't happen again after the first use. Once the pressure is made, the floating valve will come up. After the floating tap comes up, the screen Switch from On to 5.
This can take a few minutes. The screen will be countdownd from 5 to 0. When the pressure cooking is complete, you'll hear a series of beeps and show L0:00 screens, which means that it's in hot keep mode (if the auto keep the warm performance on.) you can either do a quick release or
natural release. To perform a natural release, wait for the floating valve to fall into itself. This can take 10 to 30 minutes. In that case, you do a quick release. Press the Cancel button. The screen would say off. Transfer steam release handles from sealing to wenning. The steam is out of the
steam release cover, keep your hands and face out of the steam. Once all the steam is released, the floating valve goes down and the pot is urgently depressed. This can take a few minutes. Open the door and open the door. If the water test fails if the water test fails and you are unable to
get the instant pot to come to the pressure, use the following articles to troubleshoot the issue: If you can't solve your problem, open a support ticket with Instant Pot. Try the first recipes here tip for you: don't try to improvise or wing it with your first recipe. Choose recipes from trusted instant
pots or push cookbook stoves or blogs, and follow the recipe as written. If you want to make changes or settings, you may want to contact the blogger or ask for advice from an experienced Instant Pot user. All of my recipes have been thoroughly tested over and over again and I have stepby-step photos and instant pot instructions so even the beginner can follow along and make the recipes more complicated. I do my best to respond to comments or emails so you can contact me if you have any questions about your recipe or instant pot. Here are some of my favorite easy
recipes: If you found this article to be useful, please share it on social media using social media share buttons at the top and bottom of this. thank you very much! Related Articles
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